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This week in our maths lessons we have been 
revisiting division and exploring inverse       
operations. We have had a fantastic time   
outdoors hunting for multiplication and         
division fact families.   

This half term we have begun to sew 
our wallets together.  It’s a little  
tricky pinning and stitching through  
two pieces of felt but we are  
certainly putting in our best thinking 
and concentration.  Our teachers are very proud 
of us all and we can’t wait to show you our         
finished items.   

 
 
 
 
 
 

The beginning of the half term has seen the 
start of our new class books.  As always we 
voted for the one we would like and both   
classes chose the science fiction options. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Miss McIntyre’s Class       Miss Smith’s Class 

Our newsletter is sent 
out every two weeks to 

keep you up to date. 

In our English lessons we have explored        
poetry. We have watched wildlife clips to    
observe animal movement and behaviour and 
written class, group and individual poems. Our 
writers’ toolkits really have been tested to 
the max. 

We have all thoroughly enjoyed starting our  
swimming  lessons at Waves. We have tried      
exceptionally hard with our listening in the noisy 
pool and have made great progress with our   
techniques.  Thursday has certainly become our 
favourite day of the week. 

We are all so excited about next week...here’s a 
quick reminder of everything we have planned… 
 
Monday: Come to school wearing sports kit for a 
day of physical challenges. 
Wednesday: Road Safety Walk 
Thursday: A jam packed afternoon of swimming, 
after school clubs and a school disco. 
Friday: Trip to the Shipley Art Gallery to support 
our work in DT and Art. 

For our music lessons this half term we are      
incredibly lucky to have Mrs Bland, our music     
specialist, teaching us.  We have begun to look at 
simple music notation and tried our hands at    
playing the glockenspiel.   30 glockenspiels playing 
in unison... 

Art lessons were very exciting this week.  In 
preparation for our visit to Shipley Art Gallery we 
have been exploring clay.  We loved making      
patterns and shapes but found out that clay dries 
very quickly in hot hands and especially a hot 
classroom.  


